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Stand, with your eyes open. Look straight forward. Feel that you are drawing an outline around each 

of your feet. Inhabit your feet. Inhabit your ankles. Experience the internal continuity between your 

ankles and your feet. Feel that you are inhabiting your whole body.   

  

Find the centers of the soles of your heels. Find the points before your metatarsals. Find the points 

on the soles of your feet in a way that you automatically feel a resonance within your hip sockets. In 

doing this, you may also feel a slight vibration in the centers of your knees.  

  

Find your shoulder sockets. Balance your awareness of the inside of both shoulder sockets. Find 

your shoulder sockets in a way that you automatically feel a resonance in the centers of your palms. 

In doing this, you may also feel a slight vibration in the centers of your elbows.  

  

Find the center of your head. Just by being in the center of your head, it touches all of the points in 

your arms and legs. Initiate the breath within the center of your head, feeling a gentle vibration 

within your whole vertical core and in all of the points in your arms and legs.  

  

Find your heart center. Just by being in your heart center, it touches all the points in your arms and 

legs. Initiate the breath within your heart center, feeling a gentle vibration within your whole 

vertical core and in all the points in your arms and legs.  

  

Find your pelvic center. Just by being in your pelvic center, it touches all the points in your arms and 

legs. Initiate the breath within your pelvic center, feeling a gentle vibration within your whole 

vertical core and in all the points in your arms and legs.  

  

Find the center of your head. Find the center of your head and your heart center at the same time. 

Find the center of your head, your heart center, and your pelvic center at the same time.  Just by 
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being in these three points, it touches the points in your arms and legs. Initiate the breath from 

within all three core points, feeling a gentle vibration within the whole circuitry. 
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